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Adaptation is a strategy undertaken to prevent or 
cope with damage from climate change. Biocorridors 
are an important example of climate change adap-
tation. They allow plants and animals to respond to 
climate shifts by migrating in search of survivable 
conditions. There are three different kinds of biocor-
ridors: line corridors, strip corridors, and habitat cor-
ridors. Line corridors allow for movement, but the 
width is too thin for interior species to live there. Strip 
corridors are wide enough to allow interior species to 
live and thrive. Habitat corridors are big enough for 
reproduction to occur. 
Key Term
AdaptationEvery nation on earth is debating what to do about global warming: how to stop it, and how to adapt to the warm-ing that’s already under way. Even the most aggressive 
and costly proposals to stop global warming will leave us with a 
warmer world in 2100. If we do nothing, Illinois’s climate will 
resemble that of east Texas. The effects of climate on agricul-
ture and industry have received great attention, while its influ-
ences on wildlife and habitat have been largely ignored. 
Illinois Once Had Unbroken Corridors of Habitat for 
Species to Move Along as Climate Changed
Our pioneer ancestors settled into an Illinois ecosystem that 
had survived more gradual climate changes over millennia. The 
unbroken corridors of riparian forests and wetlands that lined the 
river valleys allowed wildlife and their food supplies to adapt and 
migrate. Over time, however, these corridors were severed, as the 
USDA and the Army Corps of Engineers made bottomlands safe 
for row crops by draining lands and modifying drainage.
Species May Be Unable to Adapt to Climate Change
What will happen to the wildlife and wildflowers and trees 
that are trapped in these tiny, fragmented, and isolated habi-
tats across Illinois? Some kinds of birds and animals can move 
their homes 500 miles in a century, but what about the whole 
food chain of animals and plants on which they depend? Can 
these healthy ecosystems move intact across miles of cropland 
5 miles a year—60 feet a day, every single day? If they cannot, 
they will perish as a result of global warming.
Even the most optimistic scenarios for reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions will not significantly improve this bleak outlook 
for wildlife. Due to the accumulated emissions and inertia in the 
system, Illinois’s climate would still move about 250 
miles per century —“only” 30 feet a day instead of 60. 
For most plants and animals, that too is impossible to 
negotiate without contiguous corridors in which spe-
cies can migrate. 
Changing Land Management Could Create 
Contiguous North–South Migration Corridors
So as we change the way we manage agricultural 
land, we must mitigate some of the habitat fragmenta-
tion by providing contiguous north–south migration 
corridors that will minimize species extinctions and pro-
tect the biodiversity that is our natural heritage. To ac-
complish this we need to change the policy framework, 
and for that we need a shared vision of a landscape that 
citizens embrace. The costs need not be prohibitive. 
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Siting Corridors Near Rivers Could Provide Flood 
Control and Spawning Ground for Commercial 
Freshwater Fish
The most cost-effective locations for migration corri-
dors are along rivers, where land is least costly and where 
most of our remaining biodiversity exists. As national en-
ergy policies make production of biofuels more attractive 
than row crops, many river bottoms could be converted to 
production of woody biomass for cellulosic ethanol. 
Planting flood-tolerant species that are also good wild-
life habitat could allow levees to be breached to reconnect 
the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers with their floodplains. 
Then federal funds otherwise needed to raise levees in St. 
Louis and New Orleans could subsidize floodplain forests 
that could not only store spring floodwaters, but also pro-
vide spawning habitat to revive the commercial freshwater 
fishing industry. 
Siting Along Small Rivers and Streams Decreases 
Farmland But Provides Recreational and Ecological 
Benefits
Along smaller rivers and headwater streams the 
challenge is greater, because the land is more valuable. The 
threat is greater, too: as food and biofuel compete for finite 
land, fencerow-to-fencerow farming is expanding from 
streambank to streambank. 
Here new policies might aim to offset the cost of lost 
agricultural production by restoring natural habitats along 
corridors in a way that provides additional benefits, such as 
public access for fishing, walking, cycling, and other out-
door recreation. These corridors could extend back a couple 
hundred yards from small rivers, while even the smallest 
tributary streams could be lined with narrow strips of na-
tive trees or grasses. Some states already prohibit grazing 
and logging near rivers and streams to protect water quality 
and biodiversity.
Siting Corridors Along Highways Could Also Promote 
Migration
Siting corridors along highways could also be part of the 
solution. Currently, the sheer scale of interconnected high-
ways blocks migration corridors for some kinds of animals 
except where drainage culverts allow passage. On the other 
hand, if paired with habitat, this scale and connectivity can 
be an advantage, providing opportunities for some kinds 
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plant and insect species to migrate. Illinois has already be-
gun to plant prairie grasses along some state and interstate 
highways to promote that vital migration.
Sound Policy Makes Successful Corridors
It’s not too late to start discussing visions like this, de-
bating their costs and benefits and how they will be shared. 
If we change the policy framework and do it right, we all 
have a lot to gain. If we fail to act, we stand to lose what’s 
left of Illinois’s natural heritage.
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